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Remediation 



Remediation

- continuum between old and new media

- old media and new media connected, dependent on each other

- no media can operate in isolation, it needs other media in order to

work and remake itself

- continuum, remaking, development 



Remediation Example

Books into Movies
ex) Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice…

Movies into Games
ex) Harry Potter, E.T, Spiderman2…

Comic Books to Movies
ex) Marvel Comics…

Original https://youtu.be/7PCkvCPvDXk

Cover https://youtu.be/BuyGVhQFLbs

1 Digital Camera

2

3

https://youtu.be/7PCkvCPvDXk
https://youtu.be/BuyGVhQFLbs


Hypermediacy Immediacy

To be refashioning media in a successful way, 

it should include both of these principles

Remediation _ The two principle styles



Hyper Mediacy Hypermediacy

Style of visual representation whose goal is to remind the viewer of the medium

Hypermediacy



Hypermediacy

- Interactive

- A heterogeneous space

- The opposite of transparent immediacy in that hypermediacy’s goal is not

transparency, but rather to be very apparent so that the user may interact with

the interface

- Representations that are not expected to be accepted as “real”

Ex) CNN website

- Images, sounds, texts can be brought together into a combination

- No physical beginning, middle, or end



Hypermediacy



Hypermediacy



Hypermediacy

https://www.google.co.kr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjTtZ2Ay97XAhUCj5QKHcSKAHoQjRwIBw&url=https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/%EC%9C%88%EB%8F%84%EC%9A%B0_8.1&psig=AOvVaw11s48-gqcax_u63n1r-hpu&ust=1511866267619132


Hypermediacy Examples

Monitor the dashboard and control the 
flight

Game Screen itself       
Hypermediacy



In Psyco, when we see an extreme close-up of Norman Bate’s eye as he watches Marion 

Crane through the peephole, then find ourselves looking through it ourselves,

Hitchcock foregrounds the act of seeing implicating the viewer in the voyeurism that is at 

the root of Norman's (and our?) psychosis. Hitchcock's is an act of hypermediacy.

Hypermediacy Examples

https://youtu.be/2SrZCeRnCtw

https://youtu.be/2SrZCeRnCtw


Hypermediacy



Immediacy

Form of representation that allows a person who does not see 

the media itself, or who does not feel that the media exists,

to pay attention to or draw in the media representations, 

as if they are looking at the landscape beyond the window 

through a very transparent large window.



Immediacy

Experience without mediation

technology should closely reflect the real world in order to create a 

sense of presence
The Idea

The Desire



An interface that erases itself so that the user can “stand in an immediate

relationship to the contents of the medium”.

Immediacy

Demands transparency

Why?
The way a user reacts in a movie or a drama or in a virtual reality

permeates the media and feels like a part of the content.

Not only digital tech, but also painting, photography, film and television had the

same desire.

(=Interfaceless)



Linear perspective 

Immediacy _Three Techniques



Erasure

Immediacy _Three Techniques



Automaticity

Immediacy _Three Techniques



Latest expression of the desire for immediacy

Immediacy



Immediacy

2

1



Immediacy



Immediacy https://youtu.be/WGtOv8ou-94



Immediacy Examples_trickery art



Immediacy Examples_Apple’s facetime



Immediacy Examples



Benefits of Immediacy



Difference between Hypermediacy and Immediacy


